PRESIDENT REPORT (Lisa Jackson)
- Department rep potluck mixer recap
  - Held on January 17th
- Welcome to Molly Croteau
  - Stepped into Webteam Chair position

FINANCE CHAIR REPORT (Adrienne Perkins)
- $1450.73 in the month of January
- Block funding being used and funding requests
- In good shape with the budget, about half spent at the half-year point

Guest Speakers
- Dr. Ford von Reyn, MD
  - TB vaccine trial “Dartmouth TB vaccine”
  - Information and looking for volunteers for trials
  - Current TB vaccine: BCG
    - 10-15 year effective
  - Called DAR-901
    - Phase 1 trial
    - Volunteers, 56 healthy individuals with a BCG scar
  - Advertising and recruiting next week after FDA approval
  - Have already checked with the graduate student dean and assistant dean
- Noah Manning and Gus Ruiz Llopiz
  - Dartmouth readership program
  - Currently being paid by undergraduate student fees, 10 year old program
  - Novak, Collis, Food Court, HOP
  - 130 copies of the NY Times, and USA Today, Financial Times
  - Currently $130 per day
  - Looking possibly to the NY Times online subscription
    - 250 to 450 licenses, 24 hours long for users within Dartmouth’s domain
  - Also looking to increase readership program to 250 to 450 print copies
    - Looking to expand to new drop-off locations
  - Looking for funding from the graduate student body
  - Unknown number of graduate students who participate
  - Organizing a graduate student readership committee

ACTION/VOTING ITEMS
- Organizers of V-Day seeking out funding for event
  - $200 to be a “co-sponsor” and 10 priority seats for graduate students
    - raffle to give out seats
  - VOICES on Feb 12th 7pm
  - Vagina Monologues
Motion to approve, seconded
- 39 approve, 0 against, 3 abstain
  - Funding request passed

- Grad Student Olympic/Folkstyle Wrestling Club
  - Andrew Grassetti
  - Open to all interested graduate students, aim to teach/practice wrestling
    - Needs approval/recognition to reserve mat room
  - No current faculty mentor
  - Anticipate funding from the GSC
    - Potentially for cleaning supplies, tournament fees/transportation etc.
  - Wavers? Cost of reserving the room?
  - Motion to move, seconded
    - Is a faculty member a requirement? No, this is not constitutionally necessary
  - 39 approve, 0 against, 3 abstain

- Graduate Christian Fellowship
  - Tabled until next week

SOCIAL CHAIR REPORT (Erin O’Malley & Haofeng Li)
- Masquerade Recap
  - 161lbs of food for the Haven
  - Share feedback with Erin or Hao
- In Service: Relay for Life
  - Raise money to support Relay for Life to support cancer research

SERVICE CHAIR REPORT (Marie Onakomaiya)
- Habitat for Humanity (March 8th)
  - Contact Mora Murphy if interested
- Haven Warming Shelter
  - Space for people to come in from the cold
  - Looking for volunteers to help
  - February volunteer signup
- Shamrock Shuffle (March 15th)
  - Contact “Graduate Relief Team” or Marie Onakomaiya if interested

VICE PRESIDENT REPORT (Spencer Hatch)
- No items to report

WEBTEAM CHAIR REPORT (Molly Croteau)
- Website switching over from WordPress
  - Expiration in June
  - Expect a day or two of issues

NORTH PARK REPORT (Regina Salvat)
- Bull Riding was a lot of fun
- Pottery Painting (Feb 13th)
  - If interested, signup to be on the waitlist

GRAD STUDENT ACTIVITIES (Henry Paige-Absent Lisa Covers)
• Friday Night Skiing at Whaleback
• Howl at the Moon (Feb 15th)
  o Community wide event
  o Subsidized for first 15 graduate students
  o Local restaurants to cater
• Dog sledding at Artisan’s Park
  o First come first serve
• Skating at Occom Pond

ACADEMIC LIFE CHAIR REPORT (Anna Prescott)
• Report from Nerd Nite
  o Jan 23rd
  o 45 participants, several speakers
  o Next on February 20th
    ▪ Interested speakers or nominations, contact Anna
• IDTea’s scheduled for February and March
  o From the floor, MALS to host April
    ▪ April 7th to compliment Grad Appreciation Week
• Science Day
  o 5th of April
  o Survey to be sent out in the Gazetteer for interested graduate students
  o In conjunction with GWISE
    ▪ Partially funded through GSC

SECRETARY REPORT (Drew Wong)
• Approval of January Meeting Minutes
  o Motion to approve, seconded
  o 42 approved, 0 against, 0 abstain

ADVISOR’S REPORT (Kerry Landers)
• No items to report

STUDENT LIFE CHAIR REPORT (Meg Menon)
• Absent